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The dining area exudes a simplistic appeal with its black
dining set. Next to it is a strip of clear mirror which helps
bring the impression of a larger space. The bottom half of the
mirror is flanked by grey wallpaper and this combo infuses a
contemporary feel to the entire space.
The master bedroom received the most extensive overhaul
as the designers merged it with another bedroom. The plan was
to incorporate a walk-in wardrobe so they hacked away the walls
and replaced it with solid plywood planks in laminate finishing.
The planks act as a divider to separate the sleeping quarters from
the walk-in wardrobe.
The bedroom also hosts a laminate feature wall that is quite
similar to the one in the living area. With T5 lighting streaming
out from the top and bottom of the feature wall, the warm glow
provides the room with a tranquil atmosphere.

easy flair
Warm inviting tones and clean design lines highlight
the spacious appeal of this condominium unit

C

reating more room out of this 4 bedroom
condominium unit was the one of the top priorities
for the design team from Ideal Design. The
homeowners, a married couple with two kids,
wanted a spacious and modern home that they
could revel in. Taking heed of that, the designers infused the
home with a soothing colour palette of white and creamy hues to
stretch the space further.
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For the living area, they clad the walls in a light beige hue to
complement the existing marble flooring. This immediately opened
up the space as the off-white shades advocate the flow of natural
light. The designers went on to affix a wood-like laminate panel on
the wall to host the LCD television set. To provide contrast, two
glossy laminate shelving units in white were mounted on the panel to
serve as a television console. The designers then created a ‘floating’
illusion by implanting T5 lighting underneath the feature wall.

With its humble beginnings in 2006, Ideal Design Interior was
started by a talented team of experienced interior designers.
This boutique-sized interior design firm caters to a wide
range of clientele and specialise in mid range to high-end
residential, commercial and retail projects. Armed with a
diverse and integrated variety of services to suit different
budgets and needs, working with them will be a personable
and smooth-sailing experience. These design exaperts also
believe in translating creative ideas into reality and into your
everyday life through strategic planning, proficient design and
project management.
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